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Micro Focus welcomes Interset to the security family—advancing
analytics and insights across the enterprise
Micro Focus completes acquisition of Interset to further expand CyberSecurity expertise. This
latest acquisition brings Advanced Machine Learning and User and Entity Behavioral Analytics
(UEBA) to an already-deep Security, Risk & Governance portfolio. Read more

Engage at Our Events
RSA® Conference 2019, San Francisco, 4-8 March 2019
RSA Conference 2019 is the place to be for the latest in cybersecurity data, innovation, and
thought leadership. From 4-8 March, San Francisco will come alive with cybersecurity’s brightest
minds as they gather to discuss the industry’s newest developments. Register now

Save the Date: Micro Focus Universe 2019

Micro Focus Universe 2019, our premiere customer and partner event of the year, will be held 2628 March in Vienna, Austria. Deep dive into targeted content areas of your choice, while
exploring other solutions that address a range of today’s business challenges. Benefit from
customer insights, product-expert discussions, and hands-on demos that address critical
topics. Register now

FutureCon Dallas and FutureCon LA
Join us at a next-generation cybersecurity conference where you will discover cutting-edge
security approaches for managing risk in the ever-changing cyber-threat environment. FutureCon
Dallas takes place on 21 February in Dallas, and FutureCon LA takes place on 27 February in Los
Angeles. Chat with our specialists to see how Micro Focus Security, Risk, and Governance
solutions help you manage identities, secure applications, and protect data.

Register now for Dallas

Register now for LA

ARMA NYC Spring Conference
Join us for the ARMA NYC Spring Conference on 5 March in New York City. Learn best practices
for archiving and litigation readiness, data privacy and security, and regulatory compliance. Visit
our booth to get your own personal demo of Secure Content Manager to learn how to discover,
protect, and manage your most sensitive data. Register now

Micro Focus Technical Workshops—Helping you get the most out
of your software investment
Micro Focus is proud to announce that we’re hosting a special series of three-day technical
workshops in Glendale, CA USA on 26-28 February. Come for an in-depth technical discussion
about recently released features and future product roadmaps, and then network with fellow
users and senior Micro Focus staff to build connections and discuss solutions. The range of topics
will help you get the most out of your installed Micro Focus software and enable you to plan for
the future. Topics include: ZENworks Endpoint Management, File and Print, Collaboration,
Identity, and Access and Security. These events have been designed with all users in mind.
Detailed information about the agenda and location can be found on the registration
page. Register now

Engage with Our Products
Free trial: Retain Social Media
Governance Solution
Try Retain Social Media Archiving free for 30 days and see
how easy it is to keep archived data secure and
compliant.

ZENworks 2017 Update 4 now available
Micro Focus is pleased to announce the availability of
ZENworks 2017 Update 4. This release includes a broad range
of features and enhancements for Mobile Management,
Client Management, Imaging and Remote Management,
Inventory, Asset Management, Endpoint Security
Management, Full Disk Encryption, Patch Management,
Platform Support, Reporting, and ZENworks Application.

Fortify Security Assistant
Find and fix security vulnerabilities in real time with the
developer’s security “spell checker.”

Engage and Take Time
Complete a 10-minute Gartner Peer
Insights survey for a $25 Visa prepaid
gift card!
Tell Gartner Peer Insights in this anonymous survey how
Micro Focus helps you tackle cyber threats in real time
with our Security software. Reviews are currently being
accepted for SIEM and Identity Governance and
Administration. Be one of the first 50 reviewers approved
by Gartner and receive a $25 Visa prepaid gift card
(subject to reviewer location).

Engage with Our Enablement Resources
Webcast: What’s new in ZENworks 2017 Update 4 on-demand webinar – Join the UEM Product
Management team for this session and see how the improved client management capabilities of
ZENworks 2017 Update 4 further your ability to better manage mobile devices. Learn more about
the latest mobile device control settings; the distribution of Wi-Fi configurations on iOS and
Android devices and Enterprise iOS Apps; mobile hardware inventory; locating a Windows 10
device; install schedules in bundles; updated application and storage device control in ZESM; and
much more.

Webinar: Android Enterprise with ZENworks 2017 Deep Dive PART 1 and PART 2 – Do you know
how Android Enterprise device management works in ZENworks? What a Work-Profile is? How
you can manage a company-owned Android device? Join us for this two-part webinar where
ZENworks architects will take you behind the scenes of what’s actually happening during Android
Enterprise enrollment with Google, how you enroll an Android device, how Apps gets distributed,
and how you can enforce compliance with corporate security policy and control various device
configurations.

Engage with Industry Expertise
For auto makers, data is the new fuel
for analytics and innovation
With data pouring in around the clock from millions of
cars on the road, auto companies are implementing data
lakes to capture it all. But keeping this sensitive data
secure and private for use in analytics is a major challenge
for the automotive industry… Read more

Data Privacy Day – Protect what
matters most
Data Privacy Day, which took place on 28 January, creates
awareness about the importance of privacy and
protecting personal information. Micro Focus Security
urges businesses to manage and protect sensitive
information and keep private data private… Read more

Data protection and global warming
With the drumbeat of data breach news and
overwhelming pressure from new regulations,
organizations can become desensitized to the urgency of
protecting sensitive data at a data-centric level. Phil
Sewell, Strategic Security Architect for Data Protection,
recognizes certain parallels between data protection and
global warming, and how we tend to think about the
short-term and long-term costs and benefits of
addressing a potential catastrophe… Read more

Protecting what matters most with
some familiar faces at RSA
Come to the RSA Conference to see how to take a holistic,
analytics-driven approach to securing what matters
most—identities, apps, and data. Better yet, see the
familiar faces behind our comprehensive InfoSec
portfolio… Read more

The most pressing issues regarding
application security
A survey by BizTechInsights reveals the most common
factors that impact organizations’ implementation and
use of application security solutions, what they consider
to be the most pressing issues regarding their application
security solution, and other matters… Read more

GDPR execution will be a major task
this year—and reap benefits
With solid data inventory, risk policy, and functionality,
you can achieve GDPR compliance—and reap other
benefits—through smart innovation. David Kemp explains
what your team needs to know for 2019… Read more

11 expert takes on Data Privacy Day
2019 you need to read
The Council of Europe declared 28 January European Data
Protection Day back in 2007; two years later, the U.S.
joined in with the Data Privacy Day holiday. So, on this—
the 11th Data Privacy Day—11 experts, including our own
David Kemp, share their thoughts on Data Privacy Day in
2019… Read more

Modernizing breach defense for the
manufacturing and automotive
industries
Manufacturing and automotive industries need a
comprehensive security strategy that incorporates
security from the earliest stage of development all the
way to the end of the product’s functional life… Read
more

2019: The year security joins the
DevOps party
It's time to invite security practitioners to the DevOps
party by implementing security testing at these three key
points in the development process… Read more

The best security conferences of 2019
There's a security conference tailored to every IT security
professional’s needs. Use our guide to find the right event
for your team… Read more

Engage Our Resources
Guide: Developer’s Guide to the
OWASP Top 10 – 2017
Get an overview of each 2017 OWASP Top 10 application
security risk and practical tips for writing secure code.

Video: Open Source Integration: Fortify
SSC and Snyk (2019)
The new Fortify Unplugged AppSec video shows how you
can use open source and stay secure, with a step-by-step
demo of the Fortify/Snyk integration. Watch now!

Seamless Application Security
LookBook
See how to get secure app development, security testing,
and continuous monitoring and protection with Fortify in
this new AppSec LookBook

White paper: Data Protection and PCI
Scope Reduction
Protecting data at the data field level helps to reduce
data breach risks and address privacy compliance. This
same data security framework can also help you achieve
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
audit scope and cost reduction goals—freeing resources
for value creation.

White paper: Coalfire Technical
Assessment of Voltage Secure Stateless
Tokenization
Noted Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) Coalfire provides
an independent technical assessment of Voltage Secure
Stateless Tokenization (SST) technology, using technical
testing and architectural and compliance assessment.

Security, Risk, and Governance
LookBook
Explore our new LookBook to learn more about how
Micro Focus Security, Risk, and Governance solutions can
help your organization by securing what matters most–
identities, applications, and data.

Report: Trends in Cloud Data Security:
The Data Perimeter of Hybrid Clouds
The drive toward cloud adoption is accelerating risks of
data breach, data loss, and non-compliance with data
privacy regulations. Recent research by the Enterprise
Strategy Group offers startling statistics on cloud data
security trends.

Don’t forget to check our Security Events & Announcements page for security news, videos, and
upcoming events.
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